For an unknown linear system, we present two systematic control design approaches that combine robust synthesis for safety with data-based exploration for improved performance if compared to a standard robust design. The approaches rely on linear fractional representations which allow us to systematically incorporate prior knowledge about the system and to separate known components from unknown ones. Further, we apply multiplier separation techniques and existing relaxations to cope with the emerging robust multiobjective synthesis problems and to obtain constructive design criteria in terms of linear matrix inequalities. Both approaches are compared with each other and illustrated by numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, learning and data-based control design approaches received a lot of attention even for linear systems [1] - [4] . These approaches can often be subsumed under the broad framework of reinforcement learning [5] , but are still rather diverse. In [1] robust control is combined with a dual design strategy that is used for exploring the closed-loop behavior while [2] , [3] rely on Bayesian optimization strategies involving Gaussian processes for tuning the controller parameters. In [4] the system level synthesis framework is employed involving an identification step followed by a robust design with an end-to-end analysis, and [6] investigates how Gaussian process models can be directly considered in the robust control framework. Another strategy in [7] aims to only determine relevant system properties from data, which can be used for design instead of identifying a whole model.
In this paper we consider systems with linear fractional representations (LFRs) affected by an unknown parameter. We rely on the LFR framework (see, e.g., [8, Chapter 10] ) as it is a well-established and flexible tool to encode prior knowledge about the given system and to separate known from unknown or difficult (nonlinear) components for the purpose of robustness analysis or robust design. Yet, the framework is not often used in learning control even though incorporating prior knowledge is highly relevant in this context as well [1] - [7] . Similarly as in [1] -*This project has been funded in part by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) under Germany's Excellence Strategy -EXC 2075 -390740016 and in part by the Cyber Valley Initiative, which is gratefully acknowledged by the authors. 1 [3] , we propose strategies to synthesize optimal controllers based on measurements of closed-loop experiments involving suitable test controllers which do not endanger closed-loop stability and can thus safely be interconnected to the given uncertain system. These controllers, which are optimized for the specific plant, will naturally achieve better closed-loop performance if compared to a standard robust design; here, we consider an H ∞ cost criterion, but H 2 and LQ on an infinite or finite time horizon can be considered as well.
For the selection of suitable test controllers, a Bayesian optimization approach involving Gaussian processes with specifically tailored kernels is considered in [3] . To ensure safety during the tuning process, this approach requires samples of robustly stabilizing controllers. The essence of our paper is the systematic generation of such controllers by relying on multiplier separation techniques from robust control and their parameterization as a function of a whole set of parameters. In addition to ensuring safe tuning, this is expected to be beneficial as it is much easier to take samples in the latter set and offers the potential to handle more difficult uncertainties systematically as well. Throughout we consider static state-feedback, as the emerging synthesis problems are difficult robust multi-objective ones that we relax in a standard fashion to obtain design criteria in terms of convex linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Finally, to emphasize the main insights and to simplify the exposition, we focus on a deterministic setting, which will then involve a minimization and a kernel based approximation with customized kernels instead of a Bayesian optimization as in [2] , [3] .
Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After a short paragraph on notation, we recall some preliminary design results, introduce the considered learning control problem and pose the related essential questions to be resolved. Next we propose a systematic approach to select robust controllers for safely and exploratively running closed-loop experiments. This comes in tandem with a kernel interpolation scheme to approximate the underlying closedloop cost function. Finally, we develop a relaxed approach based on a suitable partition that requires no approximation and hence is computationally less expensive.
Notation. L 2 is the set of square integrable signals on [0, ∞) with norm x 2 L2 := ∞ 0 x(t) T x(t) dt. We use the star product " " and all rules for linear fractional transformations (LFTs) as in [8, Chapter 10] . Objects that can be inferred by symmetry or are not relevant are indicated by "•". arXiv:2003.08613v1 [math.OC] 19 Mar 2020 II. SETTING For real matrices of appropriate dimensions and some initial condition x(0) ∈ R n , let us consider the linear plant P given by
for t ≥ 0 and with control input u, measured output y = x, performance output e as well as some generalized disturbance d ∈ L 2 . We assume that the open-loop system of interest P 0 is given by
being equal to
and where ∆ 0 is some unknown possibly matrix-valued parameter contained in a known compact and convex set ∆. Thus P 0 is the feedback interconnection of the plant P with
which can also be more compactly expressed as P 0 = ∆ 0 P . In this paper we wish to find a state-feedback controller
such that the closed-loop system P 0 F = ∆ 0 P F is stable and such that its H ∞ norm is as small as possible. More precisely, we search for a minimizer of the cost function
in the set of controllers that stabilize P 0 . Determining the latter set or finding an optimal controller is, of course, impossible as ∆ 0 is unknown. Note that via H ∞ design as elaborated on, e.g., in [9] , one can numerically determine
Thus the minimum of the cost (1) is given by γ nom (∆ 0 ).
In robust control [8] , [10] one exploits that the set ∆, which contains the unknown parameter ∆ 0 , is known and deals, instead, with the problem of finding a robustly stabilizing state-feedback controller which minimizes the worstcase closed-loop H ∞ norm. Unfortunately, it is in general not possible to determine the corresponding optimal value exactly, but we can efficiently compute good upper bounds. Such a bound γ sep can, for example, be obtained based on (static) multiplier separation techniques [9] and yields
where we denote the set of robustly stabilizing controllers as
Usually the inequalities in (2) are strict and we do not have much information on the size of the gaps. There exist improved constructive design results in terms of computable upper bounds, for example, based on using parameter dependent Lyapunov functions together with the S-variable approach [11] , or others based on integral quadratic constraints [12] which more accurately exploit the properties of the set ∆. However, for the sake of simplifying the exposition, we stick to separation with static multipliers and related results; corresponding generalizations are not difficult.
In this paper, we additionally assume that the cost function J in (1) can be evaluated finitely many times,
by running closed-loop experiments involving the given system P 0 as well as various test controllers and by measuring the resulting closed-loop H ∞ norms, e.g, based on [13] . To simplify the exposition, we assume that the latter measurements are exact, but noisy ones can be considered as well. By relying on (4), the goal in this paper is to find, without endangering closed-loop stability, a controller F such that the closed-loop H ∞ norm P 0 F ∞ is much closer to γ nom (∆ 0 ) than to γ sep as obtained from a standard robust design. Given test controllers F 1 , . . . , F N , assumption (4) suggests to simply use F j where j ∈ arg min J(F i ) or to perform a numerical minimization of a function that interpolates the data points (F 1 , J(F 1 )), . . . , (F N , J(F N )).
To achieve our goal and to implement the suggestions, we aim to resolve the following questions in the remainder: 1) How can suitable test controllers be selected? 2) How can the data points be efficiently interpolated?
III. SELECTION OF TEST CONTROLLERS
Note at first that stability is a critical issue as interconnecting a controller to the system P 0 which is not stabilizing can lead to catastrophes. Similar to [3] , we propose to only consider robustly stabilizing test controllers; here, controllers that stabilize ∆ P for all parameters ∆ ∈ ∆. This means that we consider the cost (1) only on the set F as defined in (3) which is usually much smaller than the set of controllers that are merely required to stabilize P 0 . Thus, we have
with the inequality usually being strict. This gap is the price to pay to ensure safe operation of the closed-loop system, i.e., that the selected controllers are guaranteed to stabilize the system P 0 . We will show later on how to potentially get closer to γ nom by increasing the set of admissible controllers while still being able to guarantee safe operation.
Our controller selection strategy is motivated by the map
In words, F(∆) is some robustly stabilizing controller that yields the smallest H ∞ norm of ∆ P F among all robustly stabilizing controllers. For any ∆ ∈ ∆, we assume here that the set of minimizers is non-empty and simply pick any of them. The mere definition of F implies
(6) By recalling the cost J in (1) and by introducing the map
we infer from (6) and the definition of F that
In particular, this suggests to minimize L instead of J based on input-output samples. This is in contrast to [3] and expected to be extremely beneficial as the set ∆ is typically contained in a subspace of smaller dimension than R nu×ny ⊃ F and is known to be compact. It is even possible that F is unbounded or a set of measure zero in R nu×ny . Hence it is much more convenient to take samples or use a grid in ∆ than in F. Moreover, the new cost function L explicitly encodes all available prior knowledge about the system P 0 . Finally, it is interesting to note that a successful minimization of L would even allow for identifying the uncertain parameter ∆ 0 if the minimizer is unique.
Unfortunately, it is in general impossible to compute F(∆) and L(∆) for any fixed ∆ ∈ ∆ as we are facing a robust multi-objective problem (stability for all ∆ ∈ ∆ and H ∞ performance for a fixed ∆ ∈ ∆). Such problems are usually nonconvex and nonsmooth and thus hard to solve systematically. However, as for robust design, we can efficiently compute upper bounds on the optimal value and synthesize corresponding controllers. Such upper bounds can, e.g., be obtained via the following separation based result, which uses a common Lyapunov matrix Y for both objectives.
Lemma 1: Let P(∆) be a set of symmetric matrices with an LMI description such that
Moreover, let ∆ ∈ ∆ be fixed and let
(8b) If the above LMIs are feasible, a suitable controller is obtained by F := M Y −1 . Moreover, we have
for γ mo (∆), the infimal γ such that the LMIs (8) are feasible.
Note that Y 0, P ∈ P(∆) and (8a) ensure that the designed controller F is robustly stabilizing, while (8b) implies that ∆ P F ∞ < γ is satisfied.
Instead of working with the motivating but uncomputable map F, Lemma 1 suggests to employ the surrogate function
where F is obtained from Lemma 1 for γ = (1 + ε)γ mo (∆) and for some fixed ε > 0 by solving a convex semidefinite program. Note that for numerical reasons, it is always beneficial to design such close-to-optimal controllers instead of synthesizing optimal ones, which might not even exist.
In particular, we finally obtain suitable test controllers by choosing parameter samples ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ N ∈ ∆ and
Moreover, by (6) and by the construction of F mo we have
for all ∆ ∈ ∆. Combining the latter inequalities with (5) and (7) yields the inequalities
where we define L mo , the surrogate of L = J • F, as
Further, note that the evaluations of γ nom and γ mo only require numerical computations while those of L mo require measurements of closed-loop experiments as the unknown ∆ 0 is involved; evaluating L is impossible in general.
Remark 2: A minimizer of L is not necessarily a minimizer of L mo and, conversely, a minimizer of L mo does not have to be a minimizer of L. This is due to the potential gap between inf F ∈F ∆ P F ∞ and γ mo (∆), which is due to the difficulty of the underlying robust multi-objective problem. As mentioned for robust synthesis, this gap can, e.g., be reduced by making use of improved design results.
To illustrate that a minimization of L mo is still useful, let us consider a slight variation of an example from the library COMPl e ib [14] which, unfortunately, does not comprise robust control examples. We pick the example HE3 and let
(11a) in (1.1) in [14] ; then we choose the remaining matrices as (D 11 , D 12 ) = 0, D 21 = 0,
(11b) Further, we assume that the parameter set ∆ is given by [14] with (11) . and that the parameter ∆ 0 equals δ 0 I with δ 0 := 0.7. Finally, we employ the set of multipliers
which satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1 for ∆ as in (11c), and choose the parameter mentioned after (9) as ε := 0.05. The numeric evaluations of the surrogate cost L mo and the functions (1 + ε)γ mo , γ nom are depicted on the top of Fig. 1 with all computations being carried out with Matlab/LMIlab [15] . Note that we have γ nom (∆ 0 ) = 1.20, min ∆∈∆ L mo (∆) = L mo (0.66 · I) = 1.39 and γ sep = 2.02.
Thus a minimization of L mo leads, indeed and as desired, to a superior closed-loop H ∞ performance for the system P 0 if compared to the standard robust design. We can also guarantee safe operation as only robustly stabilizing controllers are designed, but there might be controllers which achieve even better performance in view of Remark 2.
As a very interesting bonus feature, we can guarantee by the inequality (10) that ∆ 0 is contained in the set {∆ ∈ ∆ : (10) is not violated for ∆ 0 = ∆} (12) which can be much smaller than ∆. This allows us to repeat the design procedure induced by Lemma 1 for ∆ replaced by (12) or a suitable superset thereof. This will yield controllers that achieve even better closed-loop performance since easier robust design problems are involved. Graphically, such a set can, e.g. be obtained by considering the functions γ nom , L mo and (1 + ε)γ mo between intersections of their graphs. Concretely, we use the superset∆ := [0.65, 0.9]I and obtain However, note that it is not always possible to shrink the set ∆ by a large amount as the curves (1 + ε)γ mo , L mo and γ nom might not intersect at all. The latter is illustrated by the example EB3 on the bottom of Fig. 1 . Remark 3: • One can apply the procedure sketched above multiple times yielding a decreasing sequence of sets ∆ = ∆ (1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ ∆ (k) . The corresponding minimal values of L mo are monotonically decreasing, but they must not converge to γ nom . Neither can we guarantee ∆ (k) = {∆ 0 } for some large k. • We emphasize that repeating the design procedure for ∆ replaced by∆ amounts to synthesizing new controllers via Lemma 1 and to perform new closed-loop experiments with those for the evaluation of L mo .
IV. INTERPOLATION
In the last section we have seen that the minimization of L mo allows for designing robustly stabilizing controllers with better performance for P 0 if compared to a standard robust design. In this section the goal is the interpolation or approximation of the function L mo with as few evaluations as possible, since an evaluation at ∆ i corresponds to a potentially expensive closed-loop experiment involving the system P 0 and the controller F mo (∆ i ).
In principle any interpolation or approximation scheme can be used but, following [3] , we propose a kernel based approach as it can be nicely extended to a stochastic setting involving Gaussian processes [16] . In the sequel we briefly recall the required ingredients.
Definition 4: The map k : Ω × Ω → R is a kernel if it is symmetric. For a finite dataset X := (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ Ω N , N ∈ N and x ∈ Ω, we define the Gram matrix For our purposes we set Ω = ∆ and once a positive semidefinite kernel k as well as data pairs
are given, an approximation of L mo is simply obtained by
for the dataset X := (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ N ), the evaluations y := (L mo (∆ 1 ), . . . , L mo (∆ N )) T and for a regularization parameter λ ≥ 0. A thorough discussion including properties of s k and error estimates can be found, e.g., in [17] . The most common choice for k is the squared exponential or Gaussian kernel
for some hyperparameter σ > 0 and the Frobeniusnorm · F . For this choice, the Gram matrix is even positive definite for any set of pairwise distinct data and one can use λ = 0 in (14) . This ensures that s exactly interpolates the given data (13) . The Gaussian kernel works well in many practical situations, but for more accurate approximations, one typically tries to construct problem oriented kernels. The idea in [3] transfered to our setting is to use kernels which exploit that in L mo = ∆ 0 P F mo (·) ∞ only the parameter ∆ 0 is unknown. These are of the form
with nonnegative weights w 1 , . . . , w M and parameter sam-ples∆ 1 , . . . ,∆ M ∈ ∆, where we use the abbreviation f∆ := ∆ P F mo (∆) ∞ . The intuition is that L mo = f ∆0 can possibly be nicely approximated by a linear combination of f∆ 1 , . . . , f∆ M , especially if one of the samples∆ j is close to ∆ 0 . In particular, for M = 1, w 1 = 1 and∆ 1 = ∆ 0 , we have k mo (∆ x , ∆ y ) = L mo (∆ x ) L mo (∆ y ). Then one data pair is enough to get s kmo = L mo for λ = 0.
In [3] it is further suggested to use a so called nonparametric kernel. However, the implementation of such a kernel involves an integration and is difficult as there is no closed expression for∆ → f∆(∆ x ) for any fixed ∆ x ∈ ∆. Applying numerical integration based on a discretization scheme leads again to a kernel of the form (15) .
To illustrate the proposed approach, let us now reconsider the examples from the previous section. We assume that only four measurements of L mo at
are available and aim to approximate the latter function via the kernels k SE and k mo . As hyperparameters we simply choose σ = 0.5 as well as M = 5,∆ j = (−1 + j−1 2 )I and w j = 1.
There are of course strategies for selecting hyperparameters, which can yield superior approximation properties, but we do not aim to provide details here. Just note that it is possible to exploit (10) similarly as discussed at the end of Section III for the selection of∆ j and w j . Fig. 2 depicts the graphs of the functions L mo , s kSE and s kmo as well as the evaluations y for the examples HE3 and EB3 with (11) and (16) . In all those cases we observe that s kmo approximates L mo more accurately if compared to s kSE . Moreover, the minimization of s kmo leads to controllers achieving better performance as well. As the major drawback of using the kernel k mo , its evaluation is rather expensive.
The approximations can naturally be improved, e.g., by adding new data points relying on a greedy procedure [18] , while keeping (10) in mind. In the stochastic setting in [3] , the approximation is essentially combined with active sampling based on a Bayesian optimization approach.
V. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
We have seen that the assumption (4) allows to design controllers achieving superior closed-loop performance if compared to a classical robust design via a minimization of the function L mo . In this section we propose a relaxed approach which does not require an interpolation but, instead, relies on a partition of the set ∆. I.e., we suppose that ∆ = N k=1 ∆ k and int∆ k ∩ int∆ l = ∅ for all k, l - [14] with (11) and (16) .
for compact and convex sets ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ N .
As before we restrict our attention to controllers that are robustly stabilizing on ∆ for the purpose of safety. However, in contrast to the previous approach, we aim to design controllers F 1 , . . . , F N that achieve close-to-optimal robust performance on ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ N , respectively. Such controllers can be synthesized based on the following result.
Lemma 5: Let k be fixed. Then there exists a controller
If the above LMIs are feasible, a suitable controller is obtained by
for γ k par , the infimal γ such that the above LMIs are feasible. Observe that Y 0, P ∈ P(∆) and (17a) imply that the designed controller F is robustly stabilizing on ∆, while P k ∈ P(∆ k ) and (17b) ensure that it achieves a robust closed-loop performance level smaller than γ on ∆ k .
For any k, we now define close-to-optimal controllers F k par as F obtained from Lemma [14] with (11) .
By the construction of F k par , we also have
This is the analogue of the highly interesting inequality (10) that now involves the index k 0 with ∆ 0 ∈ ∆ k0 and L k par := J(F k par ) = ∆ 0 P F k par ∞ . As before, for any fixed k, the determination of γ nom and γ k par only requires numerical computations, while L k par requires a closed-loop experiment. The controller with the best performance is now given by F k * par for a minimizer k * ∈ arg min 1≤k≤N L k par . However, as before, this does not imply ∆ 0 ∈ ∆ k * due to the employed relaxation of the difficult robust multi-objective problem.
Compared to the previous approach, finding the minimal L k par is now computationally much less demanding as we can entirely avoid any interpolation and since we only need to find a minimizer in a finite set. The price to pay is that the corresponding optimal value is typically larger than min ∆∈∆ L mo (∆). Moreover, the guaranteed upper bounds are related by construction as γ mo (∆) ≤ γ k par for all ∆ ∈ ∆ k and all k.
Finally, note that using very fine partitions essentially brings us back to computing the map L mo . Thus this approach can indeed be viewed as a relaxation of the previous one.
To illustrate, let us reconsider the example HE3 with (11) . Recall that we obtained γ nom (∆ 0 ) = 1.20, γ sep = 2.02 and min ∆∈∆ L mo (∆) = 1.39. Applying the partition based approach with ∆ = This is essentially the same performance as obtained by minimizing L mo without relying on an interpolation scheme. A graphical comparison of L mo , γ mo and L par , γ par for the examples HE3 and EB3 is given in Fig. 3 ; here, we view L par and γ par as piecewise constant functions on ∆. Remark 6: It can be possible to identify set∆⊂∆ not containing ∆ 0 via (18) , which allows to repeat the approach for∆. Analogous statements as in Remark 3 remain valid.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We consider LTI systems affected by an unknown parameter ∆ 0 contained in a known set ∆ and propose strategies to synthesize controllers with superior closed-loop performance if compared to a standard robust design. As in [3] , this is achieved by generating data from measurements of safe closed-loop experiments involving robustly stabilizing test controllers. Suitable controllers are then obtained by a kernel based approximation of the resulting data pairs with customized kernels and by a numeric minimization of the resulting approximation. Here, the test controllers are selected in a systematic fashion based on robust control techniques and on their parameterization as a function on ∆. Interestingly, this approach even allows to potentially determine subsets of ∆ which are guaranteed to contain the unknown ∆ 0 . We also develop a relaxed but closely related approach relying on a partition of ∆ which avoids any approximation and hence is computationally less expensive.
Future research could, e.g., deal with a systematic treatment for time-varying parametric uncertainties or nonparametric ones. It would also be interesting to investigate how adaptive and/or gain-scheduling approaches could profit from measuring an underlying closed-loop cost function.
